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Abstract
The research scholar studied on contributory factors for developing of Hockey in Haryana. for this purpose she was prepare a questionnaire for analysis the factors which involved in improving the Hockey in Haryana. The questionnaire distributed to 100 subjects in which included national and international players, hockey coaches and physical education teachers. The answers of questions was in 'Yes and NO' option.

Results: The result of study showed that the major factor of developing of women hockey in Haryana is dedication of female, dedication of coaches, career & jobs, whereas the factors which is hindrance in development of female hockey are not proper supports of media, insufficient funds provided by the government, biasness in the selection etc. The records showed that from the last decade more than fifty percentage of Indian female Hockey team players hailed from Haryana state at every international tournaments.
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1. Introduction
Most of young person like sport and other forms of physical activity. They are also concerned with the nation’s health and fitness. As a result many young persons are exploring the field of physical education and sport as a possible career. As part of this exploration process they want to know the employment opportunities in physical education and sport and because they want to contribute to this profession. They also want to know the developing trends in the field, and what the future holds for the profession and the personal and professional qualities that will help them to attain success if they choose physical education and sport as a career. Hockey is our national game and it was most popular when our country become independence but after some time the game lost his glory and last time in 1980 India won gold medal in Olympic Games. Where there men hockey is losing their glory female hockey players improving her performance day by day and it is proud for Haryana, from the last decade the more than fifty percent of Indian female hockey team players hailed from Haryana.

2. Objectives of the Study
The following were the main objectives of the study.

- To analysis the facilities for women Hockey players in Haryana from 1966 to till date of research.
- To compile the bio-data of international women Hockey players of Haryana.
- To analysis the contribution of Women Hockey players of Haryana state at the state/national and international levels.
- To find out the prominent Hockey women players recognition.
- To determine the factors affecting the contribution of Haryana in the game of Women Hockey.
- To analysis the type of sports equipment, playground and other facilities provided to the Women Hockey players in Haryana for training, coaching and competitions.
3. Methodology
The study based on the historical cum survey method. Total 100 subjects which included national and international players, hockey coaches and physical education teachers of Haryana state, randomly selected for the study and were distributed the self-made questionnaire, the answers of questions was in 'Yes and NO' option whereas the last question was the suggestions of the subjects regarding the factors of developing of female hockey in Haryana. The second part of the research were based on the records of the Indian women hockey team. Only Olympic games, Asian games, Commonwealth games, world championship were taken for the study and first three positions were analysed. Mean and percentage methods were used for statistical analysis, and the results were presented in the tables and graphs.

4. Results
On the basis of analysis and interpretation of the data the results showed that the major factor of developing of women hockey in Haryana is dedication of female, dedication of coaches, career & jobs, whereas the factors which is hindrane in development of female hockey are not proper supports of media, insufficient funds provided by the government, biasness in the selection etc. The records showed that from the last decade more than fifty percentage of Indian female Hockey team players hailed from Haryana state at every international tournaments.
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